
Online Classroom Observation Form 

Instructor:_______________________________Course:_____________________________ 

Date:________________ # of Students:__________ 

Section 1: Instruction of Content 

1.1 How clearly are course expectations presented for the students? Are the instructions on how to get 

started and where to find various course components clear and easy to locate? Please provide details on 

how this information is provided (class assignment schedule, getting started link, etc). 

1.2 How well are class activities related/connected to the course description and learning objectives? Is 

there clarity in the information given? Are the instructions to students on how to meet the learning 

objectives adequate and stated clearly? Please provide detail on how this information is provided.  

1.3 How do the instructional strategies (discussion, audio/video lecture, reading, etc.) and learning 

activities promote the achievement of the stated learning objectives? 

OTHER ADDITIONAL COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS: 

Section 1: Area Rating (Do not complete this rating section for Continuing Appointment Faculty.) 
____1   ____2 ___3 ___4 ___5 

Needs Improvement  Exceptional 



Section 2: Delivery and Professionalism 

2.1 Does the course appear fully complete and organized? Does the instructor demonstrate a positive 

role model for the students through online interactions? Provide an explanation with examples. 

2.2 What is the instructor’s plan for classroom response time and feedback on assignments? 

2.3 How do the course tools and media support student engagement and guide the student to become 
an active learner (for example: the use of interactive, real-time software, such as real-time collaborative 
tools, webinars, and virtual worlds; use of software that facilitates interactions and collaborations, such 
as shared documents or wikis; use of animations, simulations, and games that require learner input; use 
of discussion forums;  or automated self-check exercises requiring learner responses). 

2.4 Is there specific and descriptive criteria provided for the evaluation of students’ work and 
participation and are they tied to the course grading policy (for example, 1. Criteria may be in the form of 
a detailed checklist, rubric, or other instrument for identifying the various levels of learner mastery; and/
or 2: A description of the how learners’ participation in discussions will be graded, including the number 
of required postings per week; the criteria for evaluating the originality and quality of learners’ 
comments and their responsiveness to classmates’ comments; and the grade or credit learners can 
expect for varying levels of performance.  

OTHER ADDITIONAL COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS: 

Section 2: Area Rating (Do not complete this rating section for Continuing Appointment Faculty.) 
____1   ____2 ___3 ___4 ___5 

Needs Improvement  Exceptional 



Section 3: Summary Comments and Overall Rating 

3.1 What are the greatest strengths demonstrated by the instructor in this online class? 

3.2 What might be done to improve this online class? 

Overall Rating (Do not complete this rating section for Continuing Appointment Faculty.) 

__Unprofessional __Improvement Required __Professional __Exemplary 

Instructor Signature:_____________________________________Date:____________ 

Observer Signature: _____________________________________Date:____________ 

Unprofessional - Demonstrates major flaws in teaching methods evident in several areas observed. 

Improvement Required - Demonstrates minor flaws in teaching methods such as poor organization, lack 
of clarity in presentation, over-dependence on power-point or audio/video tools, lack of student 
engagement, etc. 

Professional - Competently provides required instructional elements engaging students using a variety 
of teaching/learning strategies. 

Exemplary - Appropriately addresses all aspects reviewed as a part of the classroom observation using a 
broad variety of teaching/learning strategies, demonstrating a propensity for innovation, is well 
organized, provides clarity, and engages students throughout the class session. 

Based on Quality Matters Standards 
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